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Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art is a 1993 non-fiction work of comics by American cartoonist Scott McCloud.
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OUR SELECTED #VISUALNINJAS TOOLKITS ARE 
AVAILABLE at a SPECIAL PRICE on NEULAND’S WEB SHOP
https://eu.neuland.com/Ambassador-Kit-Visuality-s-Choices

https://eu.neuland.com/Ambassador-Kit-Visuality-s-Choices
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Visual CV



How to make TOAST

• https://www.ted.com/talks/tom_wujec_got_a_wicked_problem_first_tell_me_how_you_make_toast



The outcome is the goal (or problem) you want to work on. 
If a problem (Current state, change is needed):  
- What is the outcome we are seeing? 
- How do we know it’s a problem? 
If a goal (Desired state): 
- What is the outcome we want? 
- How would we know we succeeded?? 

Behaviors are activities that are 
observable. 
- Ask people to share stories about 

good (or bad) experiences they 
have had with the culture. 

- Look for concrete, tangible 
examples. 
 

Stated levers are explicit. They 
include how people are rewarded 
and punished, rules, resources and 
budgets, policies, processes, physical 
office layout or distribution, and 
organizational structure. 

Unstated levers are implicit. They include 
unwritten rules, “the way we do things around 
here,” routines and habits, values, beliefs, and 
politics that may be unconscious or hidden. They 
are not usually discussed openly, although they 
may be “open secrets” that everyone knows and 
discusses in private. 

Use the Culture Map to explore and understand your organization’s readiness for 
change or growth. You can also use the Culture Map to design new incentives and 
structures that will increase your initiative’s chances of success. 



Tips & tricks

• Develop you listening skills 

• Practice, practice, practice… 

• Ted talks 

• Book summaries

Resources



Apps

Paper 53 Notability ProcreateOneNote

Practice Practice Practice
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